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the player proceeds to find his way out, and finds takaya's rainbow, then the door. it opens to reveal an area with lava and rainbow crystals, with pikmin-like insects using the crystals. the player goes to the top of a pillar, and falls off to the floor. on the floor, there is a portal,
which transports them to the celestial live. the player gets healed and has the choice to go to heaven, which takes them to the celestial forest. the player climbs a rainbow to the celestial forest. in the celestial forest, the celestial lady decides to bring the player to the celestial
palace. in the palace, the player goes through a forest that looks like the journey game, a park that looks like jet set radio, a snowy mountain, a jungle, a desert, a world with clouds, and the 'eternal live'. at the eternal live, the player finds a purple painting that reflects the sky.
the player is then presented with 2 choices, one of which is revealed to be the one he chose earlier at the beginning of the game. he proceeds to proceed to the celestial village, which is now missing its roof, and its inhabitants are underwater. the player gets his quest
completed, and goes back to earth. the player encounters tibby, who wishes the player luck, and then leaves. the word is an inverted pyramid from puzzle fighter, and the children are the island and ziggy bodies from chibi-robo. the background is a black-and-white picture of
the mario bros. with the icon of a turtle and a people jumping off it. the coin box is an encephalon. this area also contains a small hill at the end with a man waving. the sound for the music is apparently the ending theme for the first sonic game. two guards are no longer here,
and the button also does not have quotes around it. the camera is now turned to the right, and some letters appear that say wall fever. the text is in an inverted pyramid, instead of the normal pyramid. in its center is a woman with a blue collar, and her words are not in quotes.
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